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How it all began ... 
 
Wolfgang Neumann  
Energy Pioneering with a Passion 
 
The Energy Globe brand name is inseparably linked to the 
name of Austrian Wolfgang Neumann, who, for the past 30 
years, has been a tireless campaigner on behalf of creating more awareness for energy 
efficiency. In a quarter of century Neumann successfully implemented numerous energy 
related national initiatives, actions, and campaigns. With the Energy Globe – World 
Award for Sustainability, which was created in 1999, Neumann achieved a major 
breakthrough across the entire world.  
 
Today, Energy Globe is an internationally recognized umbrella brand for sustainable 
action. Famous personalities such as Kofi Annan and Mikhail Gorbachev, the EU 
Parliament and EU Commission, future-oriented thinkers such as Jeremy Rifkin or Amory 
Lovins, pop stars and actors, among them Alanis Morissette, Dionne Warwick, Robin 
Gibb, Martin Sheen, and Peter Falk are supporters of Energy Globe activities organized 
since 2008, when Neumann founded the non-profit Energy Globe Foundation. An 
enthusiastic hobby eco-farmer himself, Wolfgang Neumann has received numerous 
recognitions for his achievements in the area of energy efficiency during the last 30 
years, among them the Gold Decoration of Merit of the Province of Upper Austria and the 
Silver Order of Merit of the Republic of Austria.  

A Life for Energy 

• In 1985 Wolfgang Neumann initiated and founded expoEnergy Energiesparmesse, the first 
trade-fair showcasing energy efficiency. The three-day event is the most successful event of its 
kind in central Europe, attracting more than 100,000 visitors each year.  

 
• From 1990 to 2000 Wolfgang Neumann was managing director of Gmundner 

Elektrizitätsgesellschaft. 
 
• Inspired by a suggestion from the federal province of Upper Austria, Wolfgang Neumann 

organized the Upper Austrian Energiesparverband and remained its managing director until late 
2002. 

 
• In 1992 Wolfgang Neumann proclaimed World Energy Saving Day. For the first time, elite 

experts met and discussed practical forms of saving energy and using alternative energies via 
live satellite connection.  

 
• On behalf of the European Commission Wolfgang Neumann established an Energy 

Consultation Center in Slovakia. Within a very brief period of time Wolfgang Neumann 
succeeded in establishing such centers country-wide.  

 
• At the initiative of the Province of Upper Austria, Neumann designed and organized an Energy 

Consultation Center in Budweis and became its managing director. The center received a 
highly positive response by the Czech population.  

 
• In 1999, energy pioneer Wolfgang Neumann launched the ENERGY GLOBE Award as a 

worldwide award for energy preservation and sustainability. Thousands of project submissions 
from over 100 countries have since made it the world’s most distinguished environment award 
that is presented annually in a huge TV event. Supported by the European Commission, the 
presentation of this award has taken place twice in the assembly room of the European 
Parliament in Brussels; however, since then it has also been presented in Aichi, Japan, and in 
Vancouver, Canada. In 2009, the Energy Globe Awarded celebrated its tenth anniversary with a 
grand gala as part of the annual EU environment ministers meeting in Prague. In 2010, the 
Energy Globe award presentation was part of the opening ceremony of UN Environment Day in 
Rwanda. On that occasion, Neumann presented the Distinguished Energy Globe Award to 
Rwandan president, Paul Kagame. This award had last been presented in 2008 to Mikhail 
Gorbachev. Among the presenters and guests were the EU troika, Kofi Annan, and Mikhail 
Gorbachev.  



 
 

• In 2008, the ENERGY GLOBE Portal for energy efficiency went online. The portal is a 
comprehensive service and information platform for consumers, businesses, and experts. The 
portal is currently available in German, English, and Czech. Support in additional languages is 
under preparation. At the same time the ENERGY GLOBE Network was founded . This portal 
offers practical and free self-checks for saving energy. Users can virtually rebuild their 
residential space, then do a test refurbishment and research the most cost-effective measures 
for saving more energy. In addition, a materials cost calculator as well as points of contact with 
businesses, energy consultants, and energy index providers are offered. 
  

• In 2008, Wolfgang Neumann founded ENERGY GLOBE Foundation, a non-profit organization, 
under whose umbrella all Energy Globe activities are organized, among them the  Energy Globe 
Award, the Energy Globe Portal, Energy Globe EXPO, the Energy Globe Conference, and Energy 
Globe TV, which is currently in the pipeline. Members of the Honorary Board of the Energy 
Globe Foundation – presided over by former Indian environment minister, Maneka Gandhi, and 
Club of Rome President, Ashok Khosla, - are internationally and nationally well-known 
personalities in support of Energy Globe. 

 
• In 2010, Wolfgang Neumann designed the Community Energy Saving Project, an online 

program for communities and individual households, with the focus on energy efficiency and 
self-sufficiency for communities. A large number of virtual tools and online checks assist 
communities and individuals in reaching these goals. This project is in cooperation with the 
Austrian Association of Municipalities and has turned out to be a great success.  

 
• In 2011 Wolfgang Neumann was presented with one of the most prestigious awards by the 

European Union, the European Citizens’ Prize, in honor of his achievements for better mutual 
understanding between the peoples of EU member states. He was also awarded the Order of 
Merit of the Republic of Austria and the Gold Award Pin of the Austrian Chamber of Commerce.  

 
• In 2012/13 Mr. Neumann started the new initiative “Solar Light for all” with a pilot project in a 

Ghana village. 70 stand alone solar sets were installed for the beginning. In November 2013 a 
second village in Ghana was equipped. The goal is to provide all villages in Ghana in a first 
stage with solar light and later include more and more African states.  

 
 

http://www.energyglobe.com/de_at/profi-zugang1/das-energy-globe-netzwerk/
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